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Tennessee Williams: Introduction

 Thomas Lanier Williams III, known by his pen name Tennessee Williams

 Born : March 26, 1911 – Columbus, Mississippi, US

 Died : February 25, 1983 – New York, US

 Education : University of Missouri, Columbia

 Works : The Glass Menagerie (1945), A Street Car Named Desire (1947),

Summer and Smoke (1948), The Rose Tattoo (1951), Camino Real

(1953), Cat on a Hot Roof (1955), Orpheus Descending (1957),

Garden District (1958), and Sweet Bird of Youth (1959)

 Honours : Pulitzer Prize, New York Drama Critics’ Circle Awards (3

times), Donaldson Awards, and Tony Award



A Street car Named Desire: Characters

• Major:

1. Blanche DuBois

2. Stella Kowalski

3. Stanley Kowalski

4. Harold Mitchell 
(Mitch)

5. Eunice & Steve Hubell

6. Allen grey

7. Shep Hunteigh

8. Pablo

9. Shaw

• Minor:

1. A Negro Woman

2. A Doctor

3. A Maxican Woman

4. A Nurse

5. A Prostitute

6. A Young Collector



A Street Car Named Desire

 Introduction:

A Street Car Named Desire portrays the tragedy of a young woman Blanche Du

Boisbred on a rich plantation that she has been ruined. She comes to stay with her sister

Stella, who is married to a rough hewn Polish worker, Stanley Kowalski. Blanche is a

neurotic and is distressed by the boredom and the poverty of her environment. She was

once a belle and a teacher and still wishes to impress everyone with her refinement and

superiority. Her aristocratic pride, so pathetically in contrast with her present

surroundings, irritates her brother-in law whom she despises.

In the house of Stella, Blanche gets one last straw in the wreck of her life. A young

friend of Kowalski promises to marry her but Blanche waiting for him is told by her

brother-in-law that he will not allow his best friend to marry a tart. Blanche reels under

the blow and her nerves are shattered. Her break-down is complete when Kowalski

violates her. Stella reluctantly consents to admit her into a mental hospital.



Themes:
Fantasy’s inability to overcome reality:

Blanche’s fantasy cannot overcome Stanley’s reality

The relationship between Sex and death
Blanche attempts to avoid age.

She has sexual desires for men young then her.

The link between sex & death leads to her madness.

Dependence on Men
Males are only source of happiness for both sisters.

They depend on men for their sustenance & Self-image

Men are real cause of Blanche’s downfall

The Old South and the New South
Blanche tries to live in past, thus ends up being mad

Stella mixes her past with her present, thus she survives.



…Continue

Cruelty
Blanche’s well-intention deceits

Stell’s self-deceiving duplicity

Stanley’s on purpose and unchecked hatred

Prevails in whole play

The Primitive and the Primal
Stanley – a very unrefined manhood

- a man untouched by civilization

- has irresistible appeal for Stella & Blanche

Desire
The basis of Stella and Stanley’s relationship

The cause of Blanche’s downfall

Men are real cause of Blanche’s downfall



…Continue
Loneliness

Companion theme to desire

Blanche is lost between these two extremes

She seeks a companion and a protector

Desire Vs. Cemeteries / Romance Vs. realism
Blanche takes the streetcars named desired and Cemeteries

Those cars and run together to Blanche’s final destination

Tension in the play – Blanche the romantic and Stanley the realist

All the themes I have mentioned above strongly prevail in the play

and can be seen in every action and dialogue of the characters.

The characters spin around their desires. Blanche, being the

protagonist, is a real passenger of “A Street car Named Desire.” this

car takes her to her destiny in the end.


